February 1, 2019

Reporting Period: December 25 to January 25, 2019
Note: Missing dates normally mean that the wind
contributed to boats not going out to fish.
I have a NEW email if you can send me any fishing news
or pictures: lyncurt0@gmail.com If you
can send reports by the 24th of the
month, they have a better chance of
being added in for the next report.
Slow fishing days with few reports,
although some have gone out. Either
really too slow to report or keeping
“secrets” — ha ha. In general, mostly
bottom fishing occurring with any
success.

01/18/19 "The south crew”, (AKA GATOR
BAIT) went out from Melaque/Barre
Navidad for 4-5 dorado from 15 to 20
pounds and a 209 pound marlin.
01/21 HILLBILLY YACHT to San Pedro Matir
trolling in 62 degree water. Eight yellowtail
with two in the 25 pound range.
01/22. “The south crew” caught a 20
pound yellow fin tuna and 40 pound sailfish
(released) fishing out of Melaque again.
— Matt Curtis, Fishery Biologist

01/05 ROSIE boat went to Esteban for
two “browns” (sardinera) on a slow day.
01/10 ROSIE boat to Queen’s Rock for
eight browns, two yellowtail, then four
goldies and one smallish grouper bottom fishing.
01/11 NIGHTWINGS and ESCAPE crews to Christmas
Tree shore fishing but only one small halibut and
numerous goldies caught. Paul’s cat was the only
winner, but the weather was perfect. PERRYDIZE fished
Turner for bottom fish.
01/13 SAND DOLLAR at Turner for for a yellowtail and
goldies and rockies. HILL BILLY YACHT to Lorenzo
bottom fishing with "no there there". Surface water at
59 degrees. Then to Esteban trolling in close for six
brown fish.
01/15 PERRYDIZE and SAND DOLLAR to Turner for
bottom fish. HILL BILLY YACHT north of Willard for lots
of goldies with some four to five pounds and limits of
grouper/baquetas.
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